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WELCOME TO PUBLICATIONS
YOUR TEAM FOR 2017

DARREN CAI

PUBLICATIONS EXECUTIVE

Ever since I read the Paperpoint back in 2014 as a fresher, I’ve wanted to 

write for and eventually become part of AUDSS Publications. 

A wide-eyed 18-year-old me was inspired by the blatant humour and 

hilarious references that provided a glimpse into the difficult but over-

whelmingly rewarding life as a dental student. My plan was to contribute 

an article or two and then try out for the one general committee spot. 

Eventually I’d try to run for Publications executive in 5th year, even 4th 

year if I was lucky.

I became Publications executive in 3rd year.

Not because I started off small and won the trust of the committee. Not 

because I worked hard. Not because I threw competing committee mem-

bers under the bus for political gain. Noooo my dear reader.

Because, as fate would have it, the spot was vacant. 

They say nothing happens by coincidence and when things like that hap-

pen, it’s difficult to believe.

There is so much to be shared. Countless stories about my unorthodox 

experience as an AUDSS executive I could regale you with.

What can I say but – god damn I love this job. Love? Yes… that’s the feel-

ing. 

I’m sure it is…
I became Publications 
executive in 3rd year. I will say though, with complete sincerity, that I’m quite fond of my pre-

cious Publications committee and the work that we do. My team may be 

small but they remain a colossus in my AUDSS life.

So please, friendly reader, enjoy this edition of the Paperpoint. 

Who knows… maybe one day you will see your own articles in this maga-

zine.

- Darren Cai ; BDS4
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... and to be honest, I am beginning 
to suspect that Darren and Din are 
virtual ghosts that I have been com-
municating with.

A big welcome to everybody! 

To the first years, get ready to kick-start your very own dental journey; 

to the upper years, welcome back to the never-ending odyssey; to final 

years, I hope you see the light at the end of one of the many tunnels of 

your career. 

2017 has been quite spectacular. The wall maybe laid after all, Roger 

Federer rose the cup the fifth time here and locally, we are making a 

big historical move to the new Adelaide Dental Hospital. Without doubt 

there will be mountain loads of doubts and questions and anxiety about 

anything and everything, the assurance is there will be help and support 

throughout this time. 

The Publications would also love to hear from you, and we welcome all 

forms of hands, eyes, nose, feet, etc. to make Paperpoint all the more 

relevant to you. When you see us around, a “Hi!”, a  wave or even a smile 

would be greatly appreciated amidst our chaotic existence here, and 

to be honest, I am beginning to suspect that Darren and Din are virtual 

ghosts that I have been communicating with. 

- Dharishini Devi Vellayadevan ; BDS2

DIN NGUYEN

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

Some dude asked me to help him with Publications, and so here I am.

- Din Nguyen ; BDS4

DHARISHINI DEVI VELLAYADEVAN

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
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To all the new students, welcome to Adelaide and the AUDSS!

Since 1919, AUDSS has been a core pillar in the community and an organ-
isation beaming with opportunity. 

We represent and protect the interests of students studying Bachelor of 
Dental Surgery (BDS) and Bachelor of Oral Health (BOH) at the University 
of Adelaide. With almost a century of history, AUDSS prides itself on sup-
porting students. We understand the importance of investment, and we 
are always mindful of actively developing not only current initiatives but 
also those in the long-term.

PRESIDENT’S & VICE PRESIDENT’S 

WELCOME
Welcome to the new 
year and the first 
edition of Paperpoint 
for 2017!

With the move to the new den-
tal hospital, 2017 marks a year 
of great change and we look for-
ward to creating a new era for the 
AUDSS. 

The AUDSS Committee has been 
working tirelessly over the past 
few months and are very excited 
to be hosting a huge variety of 
social and academic events as well 
as providing opportunities to get 
involved in the wider community. 

Keep your eye out for updates 
through the Adelaide University 
Dental Students’ Society Facebook 
page:

ht t p s : / / w w w. f a ce b o o k . co m /
groups/AUDSS/ and AUDSS web-
site www.audss.org.au. 

We encourage all to get involved 
and make the most of every 
opportunity.

For incoming first years into the 
course, have a look at our website 
for a specialised guide:

http://www.audss.org.au/freshers. 
We look forward to meeting you 
all. Here’s to an enjoyable year
and all the best as you begin your 
journey through Dentistry and 
Oral Health!    - Alex & Emma

Warm welcome 
from the AUDSS!

PART 1 PART 1
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MEET THE EXECUTIVES
THE COMMITTEE OF 2017

SARAH LONSDALE

Secretary

HELLO FRESHERS! Sarah the Secretary here. I do the 

organising behind the AUDSS. So essentially my role 

is to help you have the best first year of dentistry pos-

sible. That means more than just teeth. To give you a 

taste, this is how first year should pan out…

- Buy a $20 ticket to Skullduggery. This is a med event 

which means BIG. Get a taste of what’s available for

the next five years…

- Learn how to wash your hands. Welcome to first

year. 

- Buddy meet and greet because we all love small

talk. 

- Freshers BBQ. LOTS of topless boys…and girls.

- CAMP. Great opportunity to make a mistake (or a

few) that you have to live with for the next five years.

- Exams. Get cosy with the years above you. ;)

- Fresher’s pubcrawl. Every year a fresher passes out in 

the bathroom. Don’t ruin the tradition.

- Buddy re-meet and greet… Who was my buddy?

- Sport days (soccer, netball, volleyball): sport and

alcohol is FUN.

- Ball. Waste all your money on a dress you’ll only wear 

once, and a face of expensive make-up that will get

ruined when you hook up with that boy you’ve been

eyeing up since camp.

- Exams (again). If you think first year is hard wait until 

second year.

I hope you all have a fantastic year, please be sure to 

say hi if you see me around! 

SLONSDALE XOXOXO

GEORGE CHEN

Treasurer

Nice to meet you all! My name’s George and I’m the 

Treasurer for the AUDSS this year, as well as a 5th year 

student. 

I ensure that our society will always have dollars in the 

bank to spend on all the academic and social events 

that you will be looking towards. Congratulations on 

getting into the big league of jobs because you guys 

will be ballin’ someday. But there is a long road ahead 

before everyone reaches their dream, so I’m going to 

share some advice. If you haven’t started purchasing 

all the instrument kits and books for this year yet, 

then let me tell you that as a dental student, you will 

find that money runs away faster from you than you 

can find it. Fear not, for we have a temporary solu-

tion - AUDSS Trades. Don’t forget to join the Facebook 

AUDSS Trades page and look for 2nd hand books and 

instruments. It will save you $$$!!!

Good luck and see you guys around!

George Chen

ADRIAN WUN

Sponsorships

Hi First Years! 

Well done on starting Dentistry, we hope the excite-

ment of getting into the course hasn’t worn off yet. 

O-Week is a lot of fun and a great opportunity to

make some new friends (hopefully also in the older

years) and to get a feel for the dental school.

Our Sponsorship team will be around to talk to you

about some of the opportunities available this year

with our very generous partners, along with the

many social and academics events coming up kindly

sponsored by them. Make sure you keep your ears

out for the loyalty card and grab yourself a mem-

bership bag to get a lovely assortment of donated 

goodies!

We look forward to meeting you all over the coming 

weeks!

Adrian, Liz and Hannah
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TERRENCE CHEONG

Marketing

Hey guys, 

The marketing team is here to bring you merchandise 

in the form of membership bags, AUDSS hoodies 

(look out for these) and pub crawl tees. It is also our 

job to notify you of all of the amazing events we 

have on offer throughout the entire year (whether 

they be educative or intoxicative), so expect plenty 

of Facebook notifications from us and look out for 

colourful posters around the uni and hospital. We’re 

all very approachable (the guy on the right is, any-

way), so don’t be afraid to come and say hi.

LAURA KENYON

Student

Hey guys, Josh and Laura here from Student Affairs. 

Congratulations on making it into the course! Student 

Affairs is mainly concerned with your wellbeing 

whether it is emotional or educational. To assist with 

your education, we run classes (GILs) to supplement 

your lectures and if you ever feel like you want to 

know more about dentistry in the real world, then we 

also run an Academic and Professional Development 

Program (AAPDP) which consists of lectures run by 

practicing dentists on various topics. We also run a 

buddy system where we will pair you up with a few 

seniors so that if you have any questions you can 

always ask them (plus it means you’ll always have 

at least one friend). Not gonna lie, dentistry is quite 

a difficult course which is why we will be here to try 

and make it easier for you. Have as much fun as you 

possibly can during the next 5 years . 

Good luck to you all! 

Love,

Student Affairs

DANIEL MCKENZIE

Events

Hi everyone! We are Dan and Bianca from AUDSS 

Events and we are pleased to meet you! 

The Events team work hard all year to bring you the 

best events throughout the year! Just to list a few, we 

have pubcrawls, basement parties, sporting events, 

camp, a bake off, as well as our annual Grand Dental 

Ball; you’ll always have an event to look forward to, as 

there is something for everyone!

We strongly encourage you to come to events, as 

they are a great way to socialise, meet new people in 

the course, and balance out Uni life! 

Yes, you might not be too excited to be moving from 

home for 5 years, but we promise that events (+ your 

friends + an awesome dental course) will make you 

time here WORTH IT!

See you soon!

Dan & Bianca

JOSHUA LEE

Affairs

BIANCA KWONG
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VINEEL CHUNDURU

Community 

“40% of Australians cannot access basic dental care 

when they need it” – AUDSS 2016.

Community Aid raised more than $6000 for 

Community Outreach Dental Program and the East 

Timor Dental Project. In 2017 we will need your help 

to do better! 

Congrats on getting into Adelaide Oral Health/

Dentistry – you are a select few privileged enough 

to gain quality education and a great career path. 

Community Aid, however, is about helping the less 

fortunate and giving back, encouraging students and 

members to be involved in wider dental and com-

munity projects. Look out for exciting raffles, sporting 

and community events where you can make a differ-

ence in fundraising for dental projects and charities. 

Our major events this year will be Sleep Out for the 

Community Outreach Dental Program (providing 

dental health services for the homeless), Trivia for 

Timor (aids and improves dental services to East 

Timorese citizens) and ADA awareness week Oral 

Health for Busy Lives; so make sure you participate 

for a great cause!

If you have any great ideas to help further Community 

Aid or want to get involved, please get in touch with 

us!

From your Community Aid team,

Vineel Chunduru & Kawai Cheung

MAX TU

IT

Aid

JOANNA CHANG

AUHRA Dental Rep

CARMEN CHAU LINH HUYNH NGAN NGUYEN HANNAH MAZZAMAURO

A big welcome to the Freshers of 2017!

If you want to join a club which will allow you to 

expand your horizons and learn more about remote 

and Indigenous health then look no further than The 

Adelaide University Rural Health Alliance.

Throughout the year AURHA hosts a number of 

events including barbeques, Indigenous health

sessions, career nights and more in order to provide 

fun yet educational experiences to students.

What’s more, membership is free so sign up now at 

http://www.nrhsn.org.au/aurha/register/ .

We look forward to seeing you all this year,

Joanna, Vineel and Ellie

AUSS Dental RepInsight Dental Rep ADSA Dental Rep BOH Liaison Officer



A dental student pledge 

I, as a member of the dental school, will keep this pledge and these stipulations: 

 If I don’t understand what a tutor has explained, I will keep saying “No, I don’t

understand” as opposed to simply nodding.

 I will only get a tutor to check my work once I have correctly critiqued it myself

and fixed what I can.

 I will not call or text patients using my personal mobile device.

 I will not take objects from the SIM lab for practice without permission first – no

matter how much is in supply or how dire my desire for home practice is.

 I will keep the collimator on whilst taking BWs.

 I will not hide damage to adjacent teeth from the tutor either through the use of

unfilled resin or hidden under a matrix band.

 I shall faithfully observe the principles of ergonomics, honing my indirect vision.

 I will not leave ILA research questions to the day before nor will I rely on

previous years’ work/references.

 I will keep teeth screwed in tightly and natural teeth properly waxed in.

 I will not do any work outside the manikin mouth.

 I will not change the contrast on a radiograph to mask an obturation’s quality.

I shall faithfully observe these principles and code of conduct set forth by myself. All this 

I pledge with pride in my commitment to avoiding a future as a shifty dentist. 
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he new ADH is being constructed 
as part of the Adelaide Health and 
Medical Sciences Building that is 
located in the West End, adjacent to 

the new RAH. 

The ADH will occupy the top three floors with an 
iconic view of the CBD. This initiative is part of the 
new SADS health agreement with the UoA and 
SoD, and negotiated 48-week clinical programme 
with the new facility in the Riverland up and 
running. I’m finishing my placement there as we 
speak and as the first group there I’m confident in 
voicing that it is a fantastic facility with very sup-
portive staff.

We have been told with the new ADH that there 
will be lockers allocated for dental students given 
the particular requirements we have with clinic. 

There will be communal lunch rooms and tutorial 
rooms that are prioritised for student bookings as 
required.

At this stage, we have been informed that the 
“old” ADH will be winding down in May/June and 
the new ADH should be functioning full capacity 
by the end of July. 

There should not be any disruptions to BDS1-3 
or BOH, however there may be issues with clinic 
in the key transition period (potentially a couple 
weeks) that disrupts clinic for BDS5 students, 
and also any laboratory work that is processed 
through the ADH. Around this time, we will also 
be hosting the LAST BASEMENT PARTY ever; a 
tradition that has been marked in the AUDSS cal-
endar for the last three or so decades.

NEW ADH 
UPDATE

T
FROM THE PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT

PART 1
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Further details can be found via this link:

https://www.adelaide.edu.au/west-end/about/dent-
alhospital/sahealth- dentalhospital-faq.pdf

UoA and SADS aim to engage and provide dental 
health care with the wider community. As a result, 
BDS1 will begin to adapt to this, and will be in Gilles 
Plains for their clinical sessions this year – easily acces-
sible by bus or car. The new ADH will comprise of 
facilities for younger year levels, predominantly BDS 
2-4 as well as postgraduates.

At this stage, BOH will be placed community wide. In 
lieu of the move, we do lose our beloved Basement, 
however we are working with the Dean, SoD and 
FMHS in creating a new space for dental students; as 
for many of us, we are in many senses a family. At this 
stage, our team push is to find space near the Sim-
Clinic, that we believe now is the central hub for the 
dental student community.

The new ADH provides a unique opportunity to those 
who have always been asking to explore beyond 
dentistry and embrace the interdisciplinary health 
management of patients, with a closer proximity to 
Nursing and Medical students. This year will mark 
the first in the creation of an Interfaculty event that 
should be early Semester 2 to celebrate the unity.

SoD = School of Dentistry

FMHS = Faculty Medical and Health Sciences

UoA = The University of Adelaide

PART 1
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or the fresher’s Paperpoint, I deeply con-
templated on the theme I should dwell 
on. Should I be welcoming and motivating 
to jumpstart your toothy odyssey, or ruth-

lessly pop your unicorn bubble of social admiration 
for getting into dental school (congratulations by the 
way, it is no easy task), or list the X number of neces-
sary skills and things you need to do in first year to get 
into second year (because that is all I know about the 
academic aspect dental school so far). 

I pondered quite a bit, and finally decided on talk-
ing about peanut butter. Yes, peanut butter because 
I simply worship it (although the chunky ones get 
annoyingly stuck between your teeth). Perhaps, I will 
briefly chat about teamwork, because tip #1, dear first 
years: there is not any form of work in the first year 
sans teamwork. 

That is all about teamwork you should know. Now, 
let us go back to peanut butter. Peanut butter is the 
most delectable, not to mention flexible spread/
ingredient/topping/dip that has been introduced to 
the world after wheat and rice (yes, I know they are 
not processed, and perhaps don’t quite match up to 
the order). 

My point is that peanut butter is heaven, except when 
you’re allergic to nuts, then life is hell for you no mat-
ter whether you eat it or not. (There you go, a little 
Buddhist philosophy for you) 

My second point is I wish teamwork activities were 
as smooth as the heavenly peanut butter, or crunchy 
and fun to those who are on the opposite debate 
group. My third point is learn to self-process and turn 
yourself into some peanut butter, so that you are plea-
surable to work with a wide range of people, even to 
those who naturally repel you, because they are aller-
gic to you. It is immunology a.k.a nature, you see. You 

know what happens if you go against nature, those 
microscopic white blood cells will literally squeeze the 
windpipe and the life out of you. Deadly. 

Now, I will guide you on how to make some peanut 
butter that works well with those who either love, 
detest or are neutral with it. By the way, I came across 
this technique from a random Google research (hint: 
not a reliable source, but go on reading anyways). 

First, you will select some fine, gourmet peanuts. In 
order to do that, you’d have listen to the peanuts, 
thoroughly. Peanuts extraordinaire will tell you to 
only pick out the matured and polite ones, because 
once divinely roasted, they blend and react appropri-
ately upon the intense pressure of the food processor 
blades. The nasty ones tend to crumble and bring the 
rest of their fine peanut mates to the journey of pain 
and suffering, and ultimately failure, because you 
can’t make gourmet peanut butter with a single godly 
peanut, can you? 

Once you get a nice, creamy paste, it is time for you 
to communicate. To prevent crushing the windpipe 
to those who are hypersensitive to you. Like I said, 
allergy is part of nature. Tell them that they may die if 
they consume it, because you know, they are forbid-
den to the celestial goodness of peanut butter. And if 
you are allergic to peanuts, tell others about it too, so 
that the people around you will find a way to make 
sure you are nice and safe. It is that simple. Then again, 
perhaps not. 

THE PEANUT 
BUTTER STORY

F
BY DHARISHINI VELLAYADEVAN

PART 1
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But no worries, I am sure both 
of you can have a nice discus-
sion with our neutral denomina-
tor, the peculiar Vegemite to find 
a common ground.  As a group, 
you could come up with plenty of 
alternatives to work round with, 
helping each other out in such a 
way that both of you can coexist 
harmoniously and whip up some 
delicious peanut butter dishes. 

Fine peanut butter works in won-
drous ways with plenty of other 
food, sometimes providing nutri-
tional benefits but mostly delight-
ing the 8000 gustatory cells in 
your mouth.

The take away message here is, 
try to be an exquisite peanut but-
ter, or at least something that 
would work well with it, like honey 
(unless you are vegan, then maybe 
try maple syrup?). Because the 
world would love you better for 
it and you would be doing some 
good for humanity (it is double 
bonanza for the animal kingdom if 
you are dealing with maple syrup). 
Hopefully, you are not going all 
nuts with this peanut butter talk, 
because if you are, you are in for a 
long, long ride. 

Cheers. 

Disclaimer: All comments, 
jokes, tips, peanut butter, 
maple syrup, garbage etc are 
of my own making and in 
no way represent the policy 
of the School of Dentistry, 
University of Adelaide, AUDSS 
or the other member of the 
University, nor any cat, dogs, 
possums, bacteria, atoms, etc 
on campus.

PART 1
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eave it to the AUDSS to come up with a comprehensive 

guide presented in a digestible manner. They basically 

did what used to be Publications job, and their advice is 

unbelievably legitimate (i.e. I can’t detect any sarcastic 

suggestions).

In any case, as fantastic as those suggestions are, I can’t help but come up 

with my own little personal guide. For you see, the things I look for in a 

restaurant are: quantity + cost + speed.

So let’s start with places to eat – and by this, I mean places to order take 

away food from for the sole purpose of eating by yourself whilst at your 

computer.

I’ve watched as almost all of these places increased their menu prices from 

$0.50 to a dollar.

Darren’s food guide.

“So what are we eating?” 

“Dunno. Something Asian.”

1. Soonta – James place

I used to be a regular here back when I lived literally across the road. I got

friendly with one of the guys and he would give me a bit more. Noodle

bowls were what I always got but from late 2016 – with the introduction of 

the rice bowls – I converted as this would at least satisfy me for lunch, but

you have to work out the timing and realise which staff member gives more; 

it seems that they judge by what they would consider ‘enough for lunch’.

Amazing soy sauce. Good roast pork. Advice: ask for half and half (two meat 

options for same price).

2. Katsumoto - Adelaide Arcade

A small hidden restaurant that serves “Japanese food” (i.e. Chinese). Their

toriteriyaki don is recommended.

3. Miss Mai - Gawler Place

Rice bowl - cons: they don’t have Soonta’s soy sauce. Their rice bowl takes

5-10 mins to make.

4. Warong - Rundle place

I only really go for their “mee goreng” and “nasi goreng”. Go shopping at

Coles while you wait.

5. Laksa house - 45 Flinders St

a. Pros: Good amount + good food.

b. Cons: Crappy opening hours; a bit of a walk. 

The one on King William Street is more expensive.

6. Southern Cross Arcade near James Place

a. BB Steak House – Great steak from $11-13. Tip is to ask for extra

gravy (no charge).

b. Koi’s Kitchen – My first love when moving to Adelaide: $5 kaarage

chicken rice bowl. I would buy multiples of these for lunch + dinner back

when I was a fresher in college.

c. Ricky’s Kitchen - The finest slices of roast meat in Adelaide. Watch

as Ricky flawlessly delivers a dish that is master class in portion size; an

impeccable balance achieved through the ratio of rice to meat - just enough 

to make you want more, but not too little to instigate a complaint.

The amount of meat is bloody frustrating. 

7. Subway – Anyone want to see my prized Subway serviette collection? 

I have one back when they did the old red tomato design. Used to have a 

trick to get extra meat without paying $3 extra but they patched it...

8. Knoodle - Pultney Street

Knoodle? K noodle? Or is the K silent? Flash your ID card for a discount, food 

coma and a stomach ache later on. I frequent this place if I want to eat by 

myself + have no time + want to be full.

9. Zen’s kitchen - Renaissance arcade–

“Zen’s?” – a phrase heard countless times. Good mayo chicken. Pho is disap-

pointing. 

10. David Jones food court– Pretend to be interested at the Asian 

takeaway place whilst “tasting” their samples..

11. Dumpling King – King William Street
The superior “Dumplings R Us”.

12. KFC – $9.95 Tuesdays. Would last me at least 2 days.

13. Woolworths/Coles roast chicken – essentially my ‘have an

exam soon’ diet. Coles is less dry but I prefer Woolworths’ taste.

14. Hub food (‘that Asian place’) – Nothing more depressing than hav-

ing to come here because of a 1hr break. Play it safe and get the braised beef 

with rice. Don’t get the small size because… it is small. 

One day a food blog will be started on this, but the time has yet to come. 

NEED A GUIDE TO ADELAIDE?

L
Go to http://www.audss.org.au/freshers/

PART 1
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Nam ut massa 
turpis, ac blandit 
justo. Nulla ultri-
ces, odio com-
modo faucibus 
commodo, mi nisi 
tempor”

Thank you Noonim  for drawing my idea.

Writing notes during a lecture

Artist - MJ Yoo
Scenario - Darren 

PART 1
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Ten Little Lifters
Ten little lifters went out to dine; 
One choked on his chicken breast and then there were Nine.

Nine little lifters sat up very late;
One cramped his ab muscles and then there were Eight.

Eight little lifters visiting another iron heaven;
One said he’d stay there and then there were Seven.

SSeven little lifters blending up a mix; 
One ran out of whey and then there were Six.

Six little lifters playing with a twenty  ive;
One jammed his  inger and then there were Five.

Five little lifters squatting raw;
One broke his back and there were Four.

Four little lifters going out to take pre;
A tinA tingle overwhelmed one and then there were Three.

Three little lifters walking to the loo,
One lacked  ibre and then there were Two.

Two little lifters walking in the sun;
One went for a run and then there was One.

One little lifter left all alone;
He went and skipped the day of leg

AAnd then there were None.
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THE NIGHT 
BEFORE
O-WEEK

BY TESSA JENSEN

Twas the night before O-Week, when all through the basement 
Third, fourth & fifth years moaned their pleas for abatement
Exam revision was done with exceptional care,
In the hopes that bedtime soon would be there

BDS 2 were nestled all snug in their beds,
While visions of holidays still danced in their heads
Lekkas in her ‘kerchief, the Dean in his cap,
Had finally settled the tutors all down for their naps

When out on Frome Road there arose such a clatter,
All sprang from their bed to see what was the matter.
Upstairs to the windows we flew like a flash,
Tripping over Security with a deafening crash

The moon on the breast of the Plane Tree leaves
Gave the lustre of hayfever to the quite absurd scene
When, what to our wondering eyes should appear
But baby dent students, cowering in fear

With a few straight from high school and a few mature-age,
We knew they sought to turn over a new page
More rapid than eagles, their eagerness would wane
So we whistled, and shouted, we said to them plain:

“Now, Fresher! Now, Newbie! Now, first year, my friend!
We’ll tell you it straight, we’re not going to pretend
To the very top floor! Up to level 6 you go!
Now dash up! You’ll be late! Meet the stairs - your new foe!”

As dry leaves that before wild Adelaide weather fly
When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky
So up to hospital-top, the freshers, they flew
With stitches and wheezing, they just made it through
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And then, our eyes twinkling, finding this rather a hoot
We gossiped about which ones we kinda found cute
As we drew in our heads, and were turning around,
Back down the stairs the freshers came with a bound

They were dressed in blue coats, professional clothes head to foot
We glanced at one another, shocked they weren’t yet off-put
A bundle of self-assessment forms they had flung on their back
And they all looked excited to open an instrument pack

Their eyes – how they twinkled! Their dimples how merry!
Cheeks the colour of gingivitis, and noses the colour of cherry!
Their droll little mouths were drawn up like a bow

Clearly, they had no idea how far there was yet to go
The tutor watched over as they examined the teeth
And suddenly doubt it encircled their heads like a wreath
But they were still young and fought fire with fire
Their courage and perseverance we had to admire

They were friendly and smart, right jolly little elves
We laughed and welcomed them, in spite of ourselves
With winks of their eye and twists of their head,
We soon gave up encouraging mounds of fear and dread

They spoke not a word, but went straight to their work,
And filled all the workbooks, attempted rubber dam with perk
And laying a finger aside of their nose,
And giving a nod, through the first weeks they rose!

They sprang to the bus, thanked the AUDSS,
And headed down south on the Dent Camp Express
But we heard them exclaim, ‘ere they drove out of sight,
“Happy O-Week to all, and to all a good-bite!”
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Bạn tên gì?
- Publications exec.

Two young men sat there unspeaking, wearing faces 
of slight concern.

“…”

One would imagine that following the completion 
of the fixed prosthodontics written and practical 
assessment – the hurdle that marked the culmina-
tion of five weeks of training – these two would, at 
the very least, have less strained expressions upon 
their faces. The silence would have been deafening, 
was it not for the top Vietnamese-pop songs of 2016 
that resounded in the air.

Half an hour ago, one of the men posed a decep-
tively simple question, 

“How do I encourage and promote discussion and 
communication within my committee?” 

This was important – a committee which lacks com-
munication will inevitably fail to achieve the objec-
tives that it has set out to achieve.

Ensuing that was a plethora of suggestions and 
ideas, all of which resulted in a shake of the head, 
or a phrase that was much too common within the 
Publications committee, 

“No, that wouldn’t work.”

Time passed, and these men had still not moved 
from the positions that they had initially assumed 
nor spoken a single word. Was the situation too 
dire? Were there no solutions? Had they given up?

It was so sudden when it happened. The man 
uprighted in his chair. His once dull expression 
transformed into a look of conviction. His right hand 
moved swiftly as he manoeuvred his $1.50 ‘profes-
sional gaming mouse.’

After a few clicks, he sat back into his chair and 
breathed a sigh of relief; a look of content on his 
face.

‘What had happened?’ the other man thought. 

‘Was the answer right in front of us?’

In a scurried manner, he took out his mobile phone 
to check what had come to fruition. Slowly, he

placed his phone on the table.

“Darren.”

“Yeah?”

“This is one of the dumbest things that I’ve ever 
seen.”

Darren’s solution.

DARREN’S 
SOLUTION

It’s Tuesday, the 14th of February. It’s Valentine’s Day. It’s 9pm.

BY: MR NGUYEN
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here are heroes that work behind the 
scenes. When trouble stirs, they will work 
to right the wrongs; shed light on truth and 
prevent the same tragedy from repeating 

itself. During my time as a young exec last year, no 
case was more exciting and mysterious as the case of 
the Missing Membership Payment.

In the year of our Lord 2016, a fresher attempted 
to join the AUDSS and paid the cheap membership 
fee. Unbeknownst to him, he fell victim to an unof-
ficial website. What transpired next was all true, as I 
transcribed the investigation that took place – led by 
AUDSS’s own detective Xam.

The Xam:
“Send me the details of the person who had the issues 
with the fake website.”
“I need to follow up.”
“Has anyone, I mean ANYONE, talked to a person about 
website hosting… from a group called Joinform?”

The committee: 
“Nope.”  
“Not that I know of.”
“That’s the one that a fresher showed us.”

The Xam:
“Get people to stay away from it… while I find who the 
f**k did this s**t.”

CYBER SLEUTH 
XAM
T
There’s only one truth
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The committee: 
 “Oh gosh…”
“Oh god…that’s terrible.”
 “…imitation is the greatest form of flattery.”
“Too bad they got our organisation name wrong.”
I’m missing something – there’s a piece to this puzzle 
that has yet to reveal itself to me.

The Xam:
“I just realised, you’re going to think I’m slow now but 
he didn’t get the name wrong. He just purposely mis-
spelled it.”
“Are we 100% sure that one of us did this?”

The committee: 
“Perhaps we can contact the university club associa-
tions and let them know what happened… it’s terrible 
he’s been doing it for so long…”
“That’s how he gets away with using our name without 
using our name. A professional swindler since 2002. Do 
we bring authorities into this matter?”

The Xam:
“I will handle it.”
“The fact is – he already stepped on our toes. So we 
need to gather information, which I will do.”
“I need to contact Amazon which is the domain hosting 
company.”

 “Let’s take this guy down.”

The Xam:
“I just need to make sure that no one did this in the past 
because it’s either we legitimately have some guy scam-
ming or some idiot signed on to this and never told 
anyone”

“I’m beginning to understand what happened.”

“I have a theory – I’ll confirm it within the week.”

The very next day;

The Xam:
“My suspicions were confirmed”

The committee:
“No way… thanks for getting to the bottom of this… 
but…”

The Xam:
“Basically the committee of old tried to do something, 
it failed/no one really mentioned anything about it – it’s 
come back to bite us, but now its resolved.”

Can you tell what’s wrong with this picture?
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